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The G.I. Bill of Rights, formally known as the Serviceman’s Readjust-
ment Act of 1944, remains in the public consciousness as one of the most
significant social policies ever enacted in the United States.1 Established
for returning veterans of World War II, its terms of coverage were 
strikingly broad and generous. Fifty-one percent of veterans used the 
educational provisions: 2.2 million pursued a college education or grad-
uate degree, and 5.6 million attained vocational or on-the-job training.
The law also offered extensive unemployment benefits, which were used
to the full by 14 percent of veterans. It also offered low-interest loans for
the purchase of homes, farms, and businesses, which were used by 29
percent of veterans.2

Some scholars who have analyzed the G.I. Bill recently tend to
assume that it was created with the explicit purpose of expanding the
middle class and increasing access to advanced education, and they assess
the law’s accomplishments against such objectives.3 Such treatments 
overlook policymakers’ intentions and the politics of the bill’s enactment.
The G.I. Bill was passed when the social democratic momentum and
spirit of reform that marked the New Deal had already subsided.4 By the
early 1940s, President Franklin D. Roosevelt focused considerably less on
domestic policymaking, concentrating on his role as “Dr. Win the War”
rather than as “Dr. New Deal.”5 Furthermore, Congress had grown
increasingly conservative and interest in social legislation had declined
sharply.6 Certainly widespread support existed among citizens for the
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enactment of some kind of measures to ease veterans’ transitions back to
civilian life.7 Nonetheless, at that juncture, the creation of what would
later become known as landmark social provision, extended on such 
generous terms and to such a large number of citizens and their families,
remained anything but a foregone conclusion.

Although the standard histories of the G.I. Bill’s enactment offer
valuable descriptions of the political struggles inherent in the process,8 they
fail to illuminate how the legislation acquired such a magnanimous and
inclusive design. Recently, Theda Skocpol pointed out that the Roosevelt
administration had offered only a modest and somewhat elitist proposal,
one that would have limited education to one year for all but a very few
veterans. Rather, it was the American Legion, an organization with a
conservative, antistatist reputation, that put forth the sweeping version of
the law that Congress affirmed, a proposal that offered up to four years 
of education, on terms commensurate with the duration of veterans’ mili-
tary service.9 Skocpol emphasizes that the organizational capacity of the
American Legion generated widespread grassroots support for the G.I. Bill,
thus helping to assure its passage. Still puzzling, however, is how the legisla-
tion acquired such comprehensive features in the hand of the Legion, and
why the Roosevelt administration appeared to be so marginal to its creation.

This article aims to explain the politics through which the G.I. Bill
acquired its inclusive design, and to consider the lessons it offers about
the possibilities for social policymaking within the United States. It draws
on archival materials from the Franklin D. Roosevelt Library, the
National Archives, the American Legion headquarters, and numerous
government documents. While the American Legion claims to have
developed the G.I. Bill itself in a three-week period, with “amazing skill
and speed,”10 its proposal derived from both a decades-old “political
learning” process from past veterans’ policies in the United States and
from ideas developed by others, particularly within the National
Resources Planning Board (NRPB) of the Roosevelt administration.
NRPB members had set their sights on expanded educational access, and
even as those hopes dimmed, a committee under the board’s auspices
hatched plans for education and training for veterans. Yet, by 1943,
Congress had stripped the NRPB of its funding and authority and dis-
credited its ideas as “socialist” and “totalitarian”; any proposal associated
with it would have been politically untenable. The widespread, federated
American Legion stood perfectly poised to present kindred plans in the
form of the G.I. Bill, and to usher the law toward swift passage.

The G.I. Bill emerged out of what might appear at first blush to be
contradictory discourses about the meaning of citizenship in the American
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polity. The NRPB had proposed educational provisions as a means of
expanding social citizenship, of access to economic security and welfare,11

for all Americans. The Legion, by contrast, focused on the deservedness of
veterans, noting continually that they had performed the ultimate act of
participatory citizenship through military service, and that expanded social
rights would enable them to lead in civic life as civilians in the postwar era.
These visions melded neatly together in the creation of the G.I. Bill, forg-
ing a deepening of the American welfare state by bringing the politics of
left and right together in a landmark social policy.

The Historical Legacy of U.S. Social Provision for 
Citizen-Soldiers

Public programs for veterans enjoyed a long, established history in the
United States. Whereas European nations had targeted early social 
programs to “citizen-workers” on the basis of their participation in the
workforce, the United States extended resources to “citizen-soldiers.”12

This independent course steered by the United States in welfare state
development owes, in part, to the democratic ideals so central to the
nation’s identity: military service was recognized as the utmost obligation
of masculine citizenship, and the protection of the nation by ordinary 
citizens, as opposed to a standing army, was considered essential to main-
taining self-governance.13 In turn, those who had served were considered
deserving of social provision.

Broadly speaking, then, the G.I. Bill continued a long legacy of
social provision geared toward veterans. In 1818, three decades after the
Revolutionary War, pensions were granted to veterans who had served for
at least two years if they were disabled or destitute; similar benefits were
extended to veterans of the War of 1812 and the Mexican War. By the late
nineteenth century, as European nations extended social rights to their
citizens as employees or their dependents, the United States developed
increasingly generous policies for veterans and their dependents. The 
initial policy for Civil War veterans, established in 1862, offered pensions
to those who had suffered a disability in military service, death benefits
for veterans’ dependents, and preferred status to acquire land under
homestead legislation. In 1890, Congress expanded the benefits based on
financial need, age, and length of service, and for deaths and disabilities
that were not service related.14 By the turn-of-the-century, such pensions
had become fairly generous and widespread. The result was that social
provision was extended more than adequately to men who had proven
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their civic duty to the nation through military service, but not to others,
regardless of their participation in the workforce.

In terms of its specific design, however, the G.I. Bill represented a
departure from the particular form of earlier veterans’ benefits—predomi-
nantly direct, long-term payments to able-bodied veterans for many years
after the war’s end—given that the approach had fallen into disfavor
among some policymakers. Over time, the Civil War pensions had earned
a poor reputation among Progressive reformers. They were designed as
what Theodore Lowi terms “patronage” or “distributive” policies, which
are necessarily particularistic—aimed at a specific group to reward particu-
lar behavior.15 Program administration exacerbated this feature: pensions
were delivered through the patronage system of party politics, which 
permitted a high degree of discretion to local politicians, who could in
practice control the timing and targeting of benefits for political 
purposes.16 As a result, their delivery became associated with corruption,
at least among those who sought to weaken the patronage party system.

Beginning with World War I, policymakers sought to create 
benefits that would be less expensive, less open to corruption, and more
oriented toward the promotion of self-reliance among veterans. Rather
than providing disability pensions, policymakers offered veterans the
option of purchasing low-cost insurance akin to that in the new 
workmen’s compensation laws. For the first time, vocational programs
were made available, but only to disabled veterans in need of rehabilita-
tion. Congress also authorized medical and hospital care for disabled 
veterans.17

Veterans found the new approach unsatisfactory. Few elected to pur-
chase the insurance, which meant that they had no recourse in times of
need. They deemed the vocational programs to be poorly administered,18

and the medical provisions insufficiently funded. Widespread dissatisfac-
tion grew among veterans and they lobbied Congress for compensation in
the form of a “bonus.” In 1924, over presidential vetoes, Congress enacted
such legislation and promised first payments in 1945. In 1931, however,
after the Depression hit, policymakers conceded that veterans could begin
to borrow against future bonuses. Yet, a year later, with economic condi-
tions still worsening, a “Bonus Army” of veterans descended on
Washington to demand immediate payment of their benefits. In a political
misstep by the Hoover administration, Army troops led by General Douglas
MacArthur stormed their encampments and drove them out of town.

The Roosevelt administration responded to veterans more 
graciously than had the Hoover administration, but it embraced a new pol-
icy approach. Roosevelt agreed that disabled veterans deserved special 
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treatment from government. But rather than separating nondisabled 
veterans from other citizens through targeted programs, New Deal 
policies incorporated them into broad-based social programs. The presi-
dent made his position clear when he addressed the American Legion in
1933: “no person, because he wore a uniform, must thereafter be placed in
a special class of beneficiaries over and above all other citizens. The fact of
wearing a uniform does not mean that he can demand and receive from
his Government a benefit which no other citizen receives.”19 Roosevelt fol-
lowed up his rhetoric with action: the 1933 Economy Act repealed existing
veterans’ legislation and authorized the president to issue new regulations;
through forty-one subsequent executive orders, the president eliminated
pensions for nonservice disabilities, reduced compensation rates, dropped
nearly 700,000 from the rolls, and introduced a means test (though
Congress did, in 1936, enact a $2 billion veterans’ bonus bill over
Roosevelt’s veto).20 Instead, jobs were made available to thousands in the
Civilian Conservation Corps and later in the Federal Emergency Relief
Administration.21 Then the New Deal proceeded, through its core pieces
of social and labor legislation, to expand American social citizenship by
bestowing rights primarily on citizen-workers.22

Thus, as World War II began, previous policy experiences shaped
the expectations and assumptions of public officials and leaders of vete-
rans’ organizations about what kinds of programs should be fashioned for
returning veterans. Most policymakers and citizens considered veterans to
be deserving of government benefits, and they regarded the approach
used for World War I veterans to have been inadequate. As alternatives
to that failed approach, some policymakers continued to advance the
New Deal vision of benefits for citizens generally rather than for veterans
in particular. Others advocated a return to the traditional pension
approach, with targeted benefits for those who had served the nation in
the military. Ironically, the G.I. Bill would offer an approach that differed
from earlier programs in form but would maintain their inclusive 
generosity, thus garnering support from both groups. That alternative
only emerged, however, though a political process involving numerous
players and several iterations of draft proposals.

Momentum for the G.I. Bill in the 
Roosevelt Administration

Even as President Roosevelt’s attention became increasingly absorbed by
foreign policy and the possibility of entering the war, he offered what was
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arguably his most stirring rhetoric in support of expanded social democ-
racy. In the State of the Union Address in January 1941, Roosevelt 
pronounced the Four Freedoms that should be extended to Americans:
“freedom of speech and expression,” “freedom of every person to worship
God in his own way,” “freedom from want,” and “freedom from fear.”23

He asserted that these freedoms comprised the “moral order” that the
nation must strive to attain, as important as military goals. Roosevelt
placed the most emphasis on “freedom from want,” meaning “economic
understandings that will secure to every nation a healthy peacetime life
for its inhabitants.”24

During the early 1940s, the National Resources Planning Board 
carried the torch for this ambitious agenda, eventually developing 
specific proposals aimed to meet the objectives implied by the Four
Freedoms language. In the meanwhile, though, Roosevelt departed from
endorsing such goals, supporting instead the far narrower postwar plans
forged by educational officials and military leaders. Yet, though the
efforts of the NRPB appeared to come to naught, in fact such goals would
be quite well reflected in what eventually became the G.I. Bill.

The National Resources Planning Board

Acting by executive order in 1939, Roosevelt had established the National
Resources Planning Board (NRPB) for the purpose of long-range planning
to develop and to protect the natural resources of the nation. In time, the
mission of the planners became increasingly broad.25 Headed by
Roosevelt’s uncle, Frederick Delano, a well-known city planner, the NRPB
moved well beyond the management of river basins, forests, and dams.26

By the beginning of the 1940s, the president asked the NRPB to work on
“Post-Defense Planning.” The agency set its sights on making New Deal
social policies more generous, expanding them to all Americans, and,
most important, on the pursuit of a full-employment economy. Its goals
were ambitious: “We shall plan to enable every human being within our
boundaries to realize progressively the promises of American life in food,
shelter, clothing, medical care, education, work, rest, opportunity to
advance, and the basic freedoms.”27 The board subsequently built on the
language in the president’s earlier speech and proposed additional free-
doms, one of which was “the right to education for work, for citizenship,
and for personal growth and happiness.”28

The NRPB issued reports detailing its plans for the nation. The hall-
mark of these proposals was the insistence that rights of social citizenship
should be extended to all Americans. The most well known report, 
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entitled Security, Work and Relief Policies, captured the social democratic
vision as it set forth plans to expand New Deal social insurance and pub-
lic assistance programs.29 It proclaimed, “The major objective of public-aid
policy is and should be to assure minimum security for all our people
wherever they may reside, and to maintain the social stability and values
threatened when people lack jobs or income.”30 At the same time, the
NRPB emphasized full employment as its major objective and the context
in which all of its other goals were to be understood. At the same time, 
the board’s vision transcended the material goals of employment and 
economic security, harkening social values of community, equality, and
access for all citizens.

Thus, a central priority of the NRPB was that social benefits should
broadly encompass the general population. It argued, “Military service
has long been recognized as establishing a claim against the Government.
. . . More recently we have come to recognize that any person who makes
his contribution to our national life is entitled to protection against the
necessary interruptions of income.”31 Such language reflected the antipa-
thy of New Deal liberals to benefits for veterans only and their preference
for social provision with universal eligibility criteria.32 All people were to
be included, with “equal rights, equal justice, equal opportunity, equal
recognition, [and] equal responsibilities.”33

A NRPB report on the subject of postwar planning, written in the
same ebullient tone as the others, set its ultimate goal as “protecting jus-
tice, freedom, and democracy.” These lofty objectives were to be realized
through “the fullest possible development of the productive potential of
all of our resources, material and human, with full employment, conti-
nuity of income, [and] equal access to minimum security and living stan-
dards.”34 Notably, educational policies were identified as a means to
attaining such outcomes. A lengthy section entitled “Equal Access to
Education” emphasized the centrality of education to civic life: “The
school has much to contribute in imparting attitudes that make for suc-
cessful association with other persons, particularly in home and family
life. It also has an obligation to provide an understanding of the require-
ments of national security in all its forms, and adequate preparation in
national defense. Citizenship in the broadest sense should be cultivated
in the schools.”35 The section called for “equal access to general and spe-
cialized education to all youth of college and university age, according to
their abilities and the needs of society.” It suggested that men and women
discharged from the armed services and war industries should be able to
secure additional education or training so as to reequip themselves for
the postwar world.
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Together, the NRPB reports from the early 1940s might appear to
have foreshadowed, in two important ways, what would later become the
G.I. Bill. First, they articulated the needs for young people to receive addi-
tional education and training beyond compulsory school attendance age.
While such goals were tied to economic objectives, they were rooted most
fundamentally in notions of social rights of citizenship. Second, they
underscored connections between social and participatory citizenship,
viewing social rights as a means toward livelier civic engagement. As in the
earlier reports, the rationale given for education opportunities was “to
acquire that degree of formal and cultural education which is essential for
the exercise of citizenship in a democratic society.”36 Yet, the vision set
forth by the NRPB seemed to dissipate quickly, failing to take more 
tangible form in the postwar policy proposals developed subsequently by
the administration.

Postwar Planning

The Roosevelt administration’s departure from the bold NRPB ideals began
with its own postwar planning subcommittee, which included members
whose priorities departed from the agency’s goals. In July 1942, Delano
advised Roosevelt of the need to generate more specific proposals for the
postwar demobilization, noting that “announcement of such a program will
give assurance to young men interrupting their normal occupations or 
training that at the end of war service they will have substantial assistance in
adjusting to, and engaging in, their civil pursuits.”37 In response, Roosevelt
hedged, saying, “this is no time for a public interest in or discussion of 
post-war problems—on the broad ground that there will not be any post-war
problems if we lose this war. This includes the danger of diverting people’s
attention from the winning of the war.” He did agree, however, to a “wholly
unpublicized, ‘off the record’” examination of the subject and charged
Delano with establishing a small committee to meet, study the issues, and
make recommendations.38

Although the “Conference on Post-War Readjustments of Civilian
and Military Personnel,” or the “PMC,” as the new committee was called,
was formally under the auspices of the NRPB, it included individuals
who had a far less progressive view of postwar planning. Ironically, several
of them hailed from the field of higher education itself. The chair of the
group was Floyd W. Reeves, a respected educator and advocate of adult
education, who was on leave from the University of Chicago while 
serving on the staff of the American Council on Education.39 Reeves had
been appointed by Roosevelt in 1937 to chair an advisory committee on
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education that would conduct a study of needs in vocational education.40

Although his efforts at that time were unsuccessful, Reeves’s advice had
been sought subsequently by the NRPB.41 The twelve-person committee
that he chaired also included several other individuals with a keen 
interest and expertise in matters of education: Francis Brown, a World
War I veteran and a professor of education at Columbia University;
Colonel Francis Spaulding, former dean of the Harvard Graduate School
of Education; and Lieutenant Commander Ralph A. Sentman, a retired
officer in charge of the Educational Services Section of the Navy.42

Higher education remained an elite endeavor before World War II, and
while representatives of the field promoted educational plans through the
PMC, they were cautious about opening the doors to the academy too
widely. The American Council on Education, with which Reeves and
Brown were associated, opposed plans that mirrored the “bonus princi-
ple” in earlier veterans’ benefits and on those grounds refused to reward
additional educational benefits for veterans who had served for long 
periods.43 Military members of the PMC, furthermore, tended to be
more fiscally conservative than other NRPB members.44

Hence, the plans drafted by the PMC paled by comparison to the
bold rhetoric in the NRPB reports. Where the NRPB had become asso-
ciated with plans to include everyone, equally, in generous social provi-
sions, the PMC proposed a more restricted approach. As a result, the
committee’s plans assumed the ironic position of being castigated as
“socialist” and “totalitarian” because they came from a group formally
under the auspices of the NRPB, while in fact they would have extended
education to very few veterans and only to those selected through a 
rigorous process. Certainly the plans carried on some of the specific
objectives of the NRPB itself, such as offering educational opportunities;
what they lacked was the overarching spirit of the board, the emphasis on
generosity and inclusion.

PMC members’ views about the nature of the challenges inherent in
demobilization influenced the policy alternatives they considered reasona-
ble. Delano began the committee’s work by asking members to consider
three principles: (1) military demobilization must include attention to reem-
ployment for civilian employees; (2) many wartime workers, both civilian
and military, would require retraining in the shift from a war to postwar
economy; and (3) training should be carried out in combination with voca-
tional counseling.45 When the PMC met in July 1942, Brigadier General
Frank T. Hines, administrator of the Veterans’ Administration, reminded
members of the mistakes involved in the demobilization that followed
World War I. He suggested that perhaps soldiers should be retained in the
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service, and discharged slowly, as a means to lessen the likelihood of wide-
scale unemployment after the war. Several other members suggested that,
alternatively, higher education and training of other types could provide a
means to “solve the bottlenecks and to get around difficulties” implicit in
demobilization.46

Subsequently, the PMC considered a historical precedent for 
veterans’ educational benefits from a pioneering state, and another
nation’s current plans. Not surprisingly, the American precedent, the
Wisconsin Educational Bonus Law of 1919, came from the same state
whose Progressive Era social policies had served as a model for several
components of the Social Security Act.47 Enacted with the understand-
ing that the people of Wisconsin wanted to express their gratitude to
those who had performed their “sacred duty to defend the government
in time of need,”48 the law had permitted World War I veterans to con-
tinue their education in a wide variety of settings, including public
schools, vocational and agricultural schools, and universities. Matters of
admissions were handled directly between the individual applicant and
the educational institution; minimal public administrative authority was
involved in the implementation of the law. Students received a cash
bonus of $30 per month for up to four academic years of nine months
each.49 Looking across the border, the PMC found that Canada had
developed plans for veterans’ educational benefits. Such benefits were to
include benefits of $60 monthly for single veterans and additional
dependents’ allowances for married veterans and those with children; the
period of coverage would correspond to the amount of time the veteran
had served. PMC members subsequently traveled to Montreal to consult
with Canadian officials and brought the chairman of the Canadian
Committee on Demobilization and Readjustment to Washington to
advise them.50

At PMC meetings in later months, when Hines once again cautioned
that disaffected, “idle” veterans might rally in support of expensive bonus
payments like those eventually granted to World War I veterans, Reeves
argued that the committee had already found the solution: federal aid for
educational purposes. In this discussion, some Committee members still
seemed to echo the idealistic aims of the NRPB. Reeves suggested that edu-
cational benefits should not be for veterans only, but also for workers in
defense industries. Colonel Spaulding and Dr. A. F. Hinrichs, a statistician
from the Department of Labor, quickly added that because distinctions
between “essential” and “non-essential” war workers would be difficult if
not impossible to make, such provisions should be extended to all unem-
ployed citizens who required education. The members also agreed that 
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citizens should be able to use such educational benefits not only for higher
education, but for vocational training as well.51

Once the PMC began to draft an actual proposal, however, such ideals
slipped away. The plan that emerged called for a maximum of only one year
of education and training.52 As mechanisms to facilitate rapid demobiliza-
tion, the committee proposed that veterans be eligible for “separation pay”
of $100 per month for three months; unemployment benefits for up
twenty-six weeks within one calendar year following discharge; and training
and education benefits at universities, colleges, and in vocational schools.
Most striking, the plan mandated that veterans’ benefits for higher educa-
tion would be contingent upon competitive examinations, and thus
restricted to a relatively small number of veterans. Keeping the NRPB goal
of full employment in mind, they were compelled to require that university
and college study for veterans would be limited to “a selected group of
courses in general, technical, and professional fields of education.”53

Similarly, in the area of vocational benefits, the PMC declared that ex-ser-
vicepersons could not pursue “those occupations in which the supply of
trained personnel is already large enough to meet anticipated employment
demands.”54 The program was to be administered by the NRPB with the
cooperation of “educational agencies throughout the country,” including
the U.S. Office of Education.55

Even these modest proposals, however, generated little support from
President Roosevelt. When he made them public at a press conference in
July 1943, a reporter asked, “Mr. President, are you releasing that with
your approval?” Roosevelt replied that he endorsed the “general objec-
tive,” but not “every word” of the report.56 In fact, in a fireside chat a few
days before, Roosevelt had sketched a five-point plan of benefits for
returning veterans, which closely resembled the PMC guidelines and
included education and training benefits.57 Yet, his noncommittal
approach to the PMC report may have reflected political considerations,
given the sinking reputation of the NRPB on Capitol Hill.

Mass Public and Elite Reactions

While Roosevelt was certainly preoccupied by the war in the early 1940s,
his seeming inattention to the NRPB reports and to the PMC proposal
likely showed his awareness that the planning agency lacked sufficient
political support in Congress. This was the case despite the fact that the
general public appeared to be quite enthusiastic about the plans. Public
opinion pollsters found that when citizens were asked how they felt about
the NPRB’s proposal for broadening social security, 76 percent said they
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approved and only 15 percent disapproved (others had no opinion), with
the strongest opposition coming from upper-income individuals and
business leaders. Only 23 percent felt “the Plan is too much like
Communism,” whereas 69 percent agreed that “we must plan like this
now if we are going to do away with unemployment after the war.”58

Regarding returning soldiers, most Americans opposed granting bonuses
but applauded means to help them return to the job market. Most strik-
ing, nearly 90 percent of citizens concurred that veterans should be
“given a chance to go back to school at government’s expense once the
war is over.”59

Letters sent to the White House gave voice to citizens’ high levels of
support for the plans. A telegraph operator wrote that the “Social Security
Plan” (as the Security, Work and Relief report was commonly called) was
“the greatest proclamation since President Lincoln’s proclamation to free
the Negroes.”60 Another man expounded, “Fortunate indeed are the peo-
ple of this nation to have a President . . . who is willing to stand up for
that class of people who so badly need it.”61 Servicemen voiced particular
appreciation for the postwar plans; a sergeant stationed “somewhere in
Italy” wrote: “These efforts put forth by yourself and staff amidst the trials
and tribulations of a world at war adds only to our devotion of the coun-
try we serve . . . it is . . . an assurance that we are not to be forgotten.”62

One writer specifically endorsed the clauses about equal access to educa-
tion, commenting, “Too many of us have seen our children denied an edu-
cation due to lack of funds,” and another urged education for discharged
servicemen so that they could be “trained for more useful citizenship.”63

Yet, editorial coverage in newspapers, which had long been critical of
the New Deal, ran more than two to one against the NRPB reports.64 In
a March 12 editorial, the New York News called the proposal a “ground-plan
for an American state which will closely resemble fascism,” and the Detroit
Free Press commented, “State socialism is the clear end-product of a num-
ber of the recommendations.”65 Local chapters of the Chamber of
Commerce went further in their criticisms. The Ohio organization called
the NRPB reports “a death thrust at state sovereignty, national solvency,
American manhood, [and] post-war recovery.”66 Other members of the
public compared planning to dictatorship and fascism: “Though all of us
would greatly prefer you and your Uncle Delano as partners to Hitler,
Tojo, et al., most of us don’t want any of you.”67

In Congress, NRPB opponents dominated and thus, in the spring of
1943, both Houses voted to terminate agency funding. Republicans,
namely Everett Dirksen from Illinois in the House and Robert Taft from
Ohio in the Senate, led the charge against “utopian” New Deal
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planning.68 The NRPB funding was scheduled to end on August 31,
1943, just one month after the PMC report was released. In short, the
president’s lukewarm response to the PMC report was hardly surprising
given the highly charged political context that surrounded the NRPB at
that time. With the demise of the NRPB, the Roosevelt administration’s
most adamant voices for broad-based postwar social provision lost their
institutional leverage.

The Osborn Committee Proposals

Despite his lack of attention to the PMC recommendations, Roosevelt
remained sincere in his desire for postwar planning for the armed forces,
and especially for education and training provisions. Even while the PMC
was still conducting its work, he established a committee of educators, 
separate from the NRPB, to focus explicitly on education and training 
program possibilities for veterans.69 On November 13, 1942, when the
president signed an amendment to the Selective Service Act in 1918, low-
ering the draft age to eighteen, he announced the formation of the com-
mittee under the auspices of the Navy and War departments that would
make plans for a program to enable “the young men whose education has
been interrupted to resume their schooling and afford equal opportunity
for training and education of other young men of ability after their service
in the armed forces has come to an end.”70 Roosevelt’s political savvy was
manifest in his timing: he announced the initiative at the same point as he
expanded the draft, showing his awareness of the public’s qualms about
drafting teenagers and offering a means to soften the measure.71 The move
also demonstrated political ingenuity: unlike the PMC, which operated
under the disfavored NRPB, the new committee would serve under the
military directly, and thus might enjoy more support in Congress.

Importantly, the committee’s mandate was fashioned to focus on
veterans only: postwar planning for civilians working in defense indus-
tries vanished at this juncture. Underscoring the narrower focus of the
new group, Roosevelt named it the Armed Forces Committee on Postwar
Educational Opportunities for Service Personnel. He appointed a
brigadier general, Frederick H. Osborn, chief of Special Services in the
War Department, to serve as chairman; the committee subsequently
became known as the Osborn Committee. Like the PMC, the Osborn
Committee’s membership consisted primarily of professionals from the
field of education, including some who had served in the prior group.72

The Osborn Committee report, which served, effectively, as a blue-
print for the Roosevelt administration’s legislative proposal for veterans’
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benefits, conveyed objectives of the NRPB only in their narrowest form,
and was stripped of the inclusive spirit that had animated the board’s
own proposals. Unanimously approved by the committee, the report pro-
posed a “system of federal grants, supplemented by loans, to individual
ex-service personnel, as a means of helping to overcome the serious edu-
cational shortages created by the war.”73 As rationales for the policy, the
report stressed the need to deal with the problem of educational shorta-
ges in particular occupations created by the war: it cited estimates by the
American Council on Education that 70 percent fewer individuals would
complete college work in agriculture in 1943–44 than in 1939–40; 40 per-
cent fewer would graduate from liberal arts colleges and 80 percent fewer
from law schools. The committee did retain some of the NRPB’s empha-
sis on the civic goals of educational and training provisions, noting:
“From the point of view of the nation, it is equally practical to insure that
the ex-service group, some of whose members will inevitably have been
completely out of touch with the normal workings of the democratic
scheme of life over extended periods, shall contain a large leaven of peo-
ple extensively schooled in civic and liberal education.”74 But like the
PMC, the Osborn Committee also tried to balance its ambitious goals,
unprecedented in the United States (with the exception of the Wisconsin
program), with fiscal conservatism. The plan proposed that all veterans
who had served for at least six months should be able to have one year of
education or training, at whatever level was most appropriate for them,
from elementary-level literacy training to graduate work. Yet, only a “lim-
ited number of exceptionally able ex-service personnel” who demon-
strated “unusual promise and ability”—just 100,000, the committee
proposed—would be assisted in pursuing education beyond one year.75

They would be eligible for assistance, furthermore, only if their course-
work served recognized areas of need, and even then their aid would be
partly in the form of grants and partly in the form of loans. The proposal
offered greater specificity than the PMC report on various counts: single
veterans should be granted monthly allowances of $50, and married vete-
rans, $75. The administrative scheme for the program would involve
cooperation between the federal government, states, and educational
institutions; it was complicated by the need to determine which veterans
should be allowed to continue beyond the first year of education, an
exercise to be managed through state quotas and national competition.

Just as Roosevelt received the Osborn Committee report, the issue
of veterans’ benefits began to gain momentum in Congress. Despite the
administration’s extensive work over the past few years to lay the ground
for postwar programs, it generated little initiative at this stage. Members
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of Congress had already developed plans quite independently. In many
important regards, these early initiatives ran counter to the hopes of
those in the Roosevelt administration to avoid a return to veterans’
“bonuses.”

Momentum in Congress

On August 6, 1943, VA Administrator Frank T. Hines wrote a memo to
Roosevelt, marked for his “personal attention.” It read:

Even at this early date the talk of bonus in various forms is crop-
ping up, and in my judgment it would be well if some steps were
taken to discourage such movements. We again hear the same talk
of high wages at home while the men are fighting abroad, no credit
being given for benefits now authorized for men who are in 
the armed forces. . . . I do not feel that is it too late [to] . . . point
out the dangers in again passing legislation for special bonus 
for services rendered. I am sure that the men who serve in our
armed forces wish to stand on their own feet and earn their own
living, and our efforts most certainly should be devoted in that
direction.76

Seeking to avoid what was widely considered the neglect of World
War I veterans, members of Congress and leaders of organizations were
already advancing plans for bonuses for the new veterans. Such develop-
ments dismayed many across the American political spectrum, from
NRPB officials to the American Legion leaders, who considered employ-
ment to be a more appropriate long-term solution for veterans than costly
pensions.77 In his memo, Hines reminded Roosevelt of the “plans of the
Federal Government” for employment of veterans and training to enable
such employment.78 Hines was referring, of course, to proposals of the
PMC, on which he had served. Yet, the Roosevelt administration had still
not submitted legislation to Congress, prompting an aide to warn Harry
Hopkins, “Unless something is done soon on the legislation of returning
soldiers, the opposition may steal the thunder.”79

Indeed, twenty-six veterans’ bills for all varieties of bonuses had been
introduced in the House by the time the Roosevelt administration sub-
mitted legislation on October 27.80 As Roosevelt transmitted the proposals
of the Osborn Committee to Congress, he stressed the nation’s obligation
to veterans, and, specifically, the need for veterans to have the opportunity
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for an education.81 Notably, Roosevelt emphasized the civic goals of the
policy: “We must replenish our supply of persons qualified to discharge the
heavy responsibilities of the postwar world. We have taught our youth how
to wage war; we must also teach them how to live useful and happy lives in
freedom, justice, and democracy.”82 He also stressed the classic NRPB
theme of access to social benefits: “Lack of money should not prevent any
veteran of this war from equipping himself for the most useful employ-
ment for which his aptitudes and willingness qualify him.”83 Still, the presi-
dent, in keeping with the Osborn Committee plans, proposed to offer
veterans merely one year of education or training, with only a limited num-
ber selected on a competitive basis to continue for more years. Over sub-
sequent weeks, Roosevelt asked Congress to act on several other separate
pieces of veterans’ legislation: for “mustering-out” pay, a uniform system of
unemployment benefits, and credit for veterans’ military service under the
Social Security system.84 All were incorporated in a Senate bill sponsored
by Elbert D. Thomas (Utah), a former political science professor and loyal
New Dealer, and Chair of the Committee on Education and Labor. But
elements of the Thomas bill would be surpassed quickly by features of the
American Legion’s G.I. Bill.

The American Legion Leads the Charge

The American Legion has claimed much of the credit for drafting the
G.I. Bill.85 In some regards, such attribution is misplaced, given that the
Legion’s bill borrowed so liberally from plans already developed by the
administration. Indeed, the foundational work for what became the G.I.
Bill came directly from the Roosevelt administration, with its years of
deliberation over such plans. Yet, at the same time, the Legion proved
indispensable in making the G.I. Bill what it was, by altering policy-
design features from the Osborn Committee plans in ways that restored
to the bill the spirit of the inclusivity and common citizenship that had
been lost when the NRPB proved incapable of leading the charge.
Interestingly, the Legion was best poised to enlarge upon—indeed, to libe-
ralize—the legislation. Furthermore, the Legion unquestionably deserves
the credit for mounting the powerful public relations effort and grass-
roots campaign that helped speed the G.I. Bill through Congress.86

Two months after the announcement of the PMC and Osborn
Committee reports, the American Legion had just begun to plan for
World War II veterans’ legislation. At its 25th Annual Convention in
September 1943, the Legion authorized a special committee to examine
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how veterans could be assisted with rehabilitation following discharge.87

The organization passed several resolutions affirming its support for vete-
rans’ benefits, including the continuation of nationally administered
unemployment insurance, which had become standard practice during
the war, counseling and provision of federally funded schooling for vete-
rans who desired it, and preferential placement in public and private sec-
tor jobs for veterans.88 Demonstrating once again the importance of
legacies of prior policies, Legion leaders later explained, “But these, in
turn, had antecedents in the experience of all of us in the miserable years
for war veterans after WW1 and in the Legion’s struggles since 1919 to
arrive at a better system.”89 Legion membership was composed primarily
of World War I veterans, convinced from their own experience that a new
strategy must be used for the readjustment of returning veterans.

While the specific objectives of the Legion sounded similar to those
of the PMC and the Osborn Committee, and while they mirrored
Roosevelt’s preference of emphasizing jobs over long-term pensions, the
organization articulated its larger goal in a decidedly pro-market, antista-
tist manner: “to avoid mass unemployment and provide full employment
in the post-war period and support of the free enterprise system, with
Government control limited.”90 The emphasis was not surprising, given
the Legion’s history. In contrast to the Veterans of Foreign Wars (VFW),
the Legion had never been fully supportive of pensions or “bonus” pay-
ments for able-bodied veterans, and when it had, in the 1920s, offered
tacit support for bonuses, two hundred thousand members promptly quit.
Neither had the Legion given its wholehearted support to the Bonus
Army in 1932. Moreover, the organization had long considered encroach-
ments on the free market system as attacks on Americanism. Created in
1919 at the same time as the Third Communist International and the
American Communist Party, the Legion aided state and local officials
who lacked sufficient police forces to combat striking workers, otherwise
know as the “Red Menace.” More recently, it had supported the forma-
tion of the Dies and House Un-American Activities Committee. And
while its leaders expressed concern about needy veterans during the
Depression, formally the organization supported voluntary provision of
aid by local Legion posts rather than expanded government benefits.91

Like reformers associated the Roosevelt administration, Legion
officials articulated their vision of the postwar world in terms of citizen-
ship-oriented goals, but the principles on which their vision rested
contrasted to the social democratic ideals of the NRPB. First and
foremost, the Legion emphasized that veterans were deserving because
they had risen to the highest demands of participatory citizenship. As
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articulated by Harry Colmery, former national commander of the
American Legion, a lawyer, and the person most responsible for drafting
the Legion’s bill: “We recognize that the burden of war falls upon the cit-
izen soldier, who has gone forth, overnight, to become the answer and
hope of humanity. . . . We seek to preserve his rights, to see that he gets
a square deal, is not imposed on; to protect him against the injustices
which result from the error and weaknesses, and human failures, which
are inherent in a large scale mass demobilization.”92 Legion rhetoric was
more likely than that of the administration to refer to national security
goals, as articulated by National Commander Warren H. Atherton:

However great may be the service of the men and women who have
served on the battlefields or home front in this war, an even greater
obligation will face them when peace returns. This continuing duty
of citizenship is to apply the lessons of this war to the establish-
ment of a better and stronger nation. As these veterans have led in
war, so must they lead in peace. . . . With this obligation of citi-
zenship in view, the Voice of the Veteran of World Wars I and II
must be heard in the post-war readjustment of this nation’s inter-
nal and external affairs.93

Language about the obligations of citizenship occurred frequently in
Legion rhetoric, though sometimes referring to the nation’s responsibility
to retrain veterans for peace:

Now, this educational provision has a much deeper significance.
. . . The Nation needs the trained mind and body attuned again to
the peaceful pursuits of American life, because, trained in the art
of destruction of both property and life in every personal and
mechanical method, the Nation then will owe an obligation to
them. It has to take them back sympathetically away from the hor-
rors and stark reality of war and give them every opportunity to
again become disciplined forces for peaceful progress through 
educational opportunity in its every aspect.94

Interestingly, despite the difference in emphasis, the American
Legion’s vision of veterans in leadership of the postwar world shared com-
mon ground with the Roosevelt administration’s desire to prepare veterans
for democratic citizenship.

At a meeting of the Legion’s Executive Committee on November 18,
1943, John Stelle, former governor of Illinois, proposed a resolution that
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resulted in the formation of a special committee to plan comprehensive
veterans’ legislation. With Stelle serving as its chairman, the committee
convened in Washington, D.C., on December 15 to begin planning legi-
slation. Only three weeks later, as of January 6, 1944, the Legion had
already produced its bill. Legion historian Raymond Moley has written,
“Hard, tedious days and nights of unremitting toil passed before the first
draft was ready.”95 Yet, the Legions’ ability to craft legislation in such a
short period of time must be put into perspective: it was possible only
because so many others had already developed plans from which the
organization could construct its own proposal. The Legion consulted
with numerous experts who had long been involved in postwar planning.
The educational provisions in the resulting bill were influenced by advice
from the American Council on Education, which had been so involved
in both the PMC and Osborn Committee. In fact, Thomas’s Senate
Committee on Education and Labor held hearings on the educational
components of the administration’s plan from December 13 to 15, 1943,
at the same time as the Legion drafted its bill. Legion leaders later noted
that Thomas was largely responsible for the educational provisions of
their bill.96 The title on low-interest loans was shaped by the Federal
Housing Administration as well as building-and-loan and financial asso-
ciations, and the sections on job placement for veterans and unemploy-
ment compensation were guided by the Interstate Conference of
Employment Securities Agencies and the Unemployment Benefit
Advisors.97 In effect, the Legion benefited from years of work, conducted
primarily by government officials with the cooperation of leaders in edu-
cation, to create expanded social legislation, and it had pulled several
ideas together into a comprehensive piece of legislation for veterans.

But while the Legion’s bill resembled the administration’s plans in its
basic components, in critical regards it differed, and was significantly more
inclusive and generous. Whereas the administration’s version entitled
veterans to one year of education and permitted only a small percentage
with “exceptional ability and skill” to receive additional training, contingent
on passage of competitive examinations, the Legion-inspired bill, by con-
trast, offered up to four years of funding to any veteran whose education had
been interrupted.98 The administration bill restricted the one year of guar-
anteed education to those who had served at least six months, while the
Legion bill offered educational benefits for all who had served for at least
ninety days. The administration’s bill would have complicated matters fur-
ther, specifying that the “number of persons selected for a further period of
instruction shall, as nearly as the conditions of good administration may per-
mit, be apportioned among the several States principally upon the basis of
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the number of persons supplied the armed forces by each State.” Such
restrictions were unnecessary in the Legion bill.99

Throughout their work in creating the G.I. Bill, Legion leaders
pushed consistently for the most generous and inclusive version of policy
permissible. Harry Colmery’s personal notes and his testimony before
congressional committees suggest that time and again he fought off
efforts to restrict eligibility.100 He told the Committee on World War
Veterans’ Legislation, chaired by John E. Rankin (Miss.):

The [Legion] bill has some things in it, of course, that have been
taken from the Thomas bill. But . . . we did not go along with the
idea of putting an additional 3 years on a competitive basis and
apportioning it throughout the State on some basis of mathematical
calculation or on any basis of selection. On the contrary, we wrote
in here . . . to remove any doubt that if the work was satisfactory
there is no limitation . . . the veteran shall be eligible and entitled to
continue his course of education or training until he has completed
the same.101

Besides their general inclination to get the best deal possible for vet-
erans, Legion officials were likely influenced by another legislative pro-
posal being considered in congressional hearings at the very time they
met in Washington to plan their bill. Senator Claude Pepper (D.-Fla.) was
promoting S. 1295, a bill that provided four years of educational loans for
any veteran who wished to continue his education. Pepper lambasted the
administration’s bill as elitist as he questioned how decisions would be
made about which veterans could be educated beyond one year:

While I understand thoroughly what the Germans have always
done about segregating those who are qualified for higher educa-
tion from the masses who are destined for manual work and that
sort of thing, at the same time it looks to me like any boy or girl
who wants to go to college and who is able to make creditable
grades, if they go there, should be entitled to go without some
board somewhere getting this fellow into a laboratory, as it were,
and deciding what potentialities are within him.102

The Legion Bill mirrored Pepper’s own bill in promising up to four
years of education for each veteran, but it went a step further by offering
full sponsorship of tuition, rather than only loans.

The crowning touch on the bill was its appealing name, the “G.I. Bill
of Rights,” given to it by the Legion’s acting director of public relations,
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Jack Cejnar. The bill was introduced in Congress when it reconvened
after its holiday recess in January. In the Senate, it was sponsored by Joel
Bennett Clark from Missouri, one of the founders of the American
Legion, and hearings were held immediately.

During the first six months of 1944, the American Legion mobilized
an enormous grassroots and public relations effort to marshal support for
the G.I. Bill. Newspaper tycoon William Randolph Hearst, acting on his
personal interest in veterans’ welfare, offered the Legion the assistance of
three of his top reporters for the duration of the legislative battles.
Besides writing feature articles, the trio canvassed members of Congress
as to their positions on the bill and rallied grassroots pressure on those
expressing indecision or opposition. The national organization mailed
packets to all local posts offering them materials to help their members
write letters to Congress, appear on radio talk shows in support of the
legislation, organize petition drives, and encourage local journalists to
write articles about the legislation. The Women’s Auxiliary for the Legion
joined in all such efforts. The national staff prepared a motion picture
clip and sent it to local theaters around the country, and they barraged
members of Congress with telegrams. The G.I. Bill quickly enjoyed far
more widespread support than the Roosevelt administration’s plans for
veterans had ever garnered.103

By striking contrast to the chilly reception with which the press
greeted NRPB reports, the G.I. Bill received glowing praise in newspapers
all over the nation. From the Post-Intelligencer in Seattle, Washington, to the
Journal of Augusta, Maine, from the Independent of St. Petersburg, Florida,
and the News-Tribune of Duluth, Minnesota, to the News Press of Santa
Barbara, California, editorials urged swift passage of the legislation. While
the NRPB proposals had been regarded as “socialist,” the G.I. Bill was
called “sensible,” “fair,” and based on “sound principles.” Of course, the
bill targeted veterans only, not all citizens, and this likely explains much of
the difference in the reception of the proposals. Nonetheless, the reputa-
tion of the messenger—the American Legion—no doubt also accounted for
some of the difference in perceptions. Newspapers around the county
echoed the sentiments of the Leitchfield, Kentucky, Gazette: “Because of its
experience in dealing with the affairs of veterans, the American Legion is
the only group in the United States which really know[s] how to prepare
such a bill.” Commentators also stressed that unlike plans for veterans of
previous wars, the G.I. Bill “is rightly seeking to help [veterans] help them-
selves” through education and employment aids.104

Some veterans’ groups expressed misgivings about the Legion’s
approach, given its unconventional departure from privileging disabled
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veterans above all. Representatives of the VFW, Military Order of the
Purple Heart, Disabled American Veterans, and Regular Veterans
Association wrote an open letter to Senator Clark questioning the 
wisdom of the legislation, particularly of the educational provisions.

Our nation’s first responsibility should be to those who have 
suffered physical and/or mental handicap by reason of military or
naval service. Any legislation which grants entitlement to four years
of college training at government expense to any able-bodied 
veteran who had ninety days service should be carefully examined
in the light of our tremendous war debt and the ability of the
nation adequately to care for its war disabled.105

The DAV itself expressed outright opposition to the plan.106

Nonetheless, the Senate approved the bill quickly by a 50–0 vote.
Other forms of opposition emerged in the House.107 Chairman

Rankin argued that the educational components of the bill would allow
federal authorities to intervene in the segregated institutions of the
South.108 Some members worried about the cost of the unemployment
provisions. Still, the committee reported out the bill and on May 18 the
House approved, 387–0, a version of the bill that blended elements of the
Thomas proposal with those of the Legion’s proposal from Senator
Clark’s committee.

Gridlock emerged once more in the conference committee. Once
again Congressman Rankin insisted that the G.I. Bill would undermine
the availability of low-wage black labor in the South. Opposing the unem-
ployment insurance component of the legislation, he charged that “We
have 50,000 negroes in the service from our State, and in my opinion, if
the bill should pass in its present form, a vast majority of them would
remain unemployed for at least a year.”109 In a dramatic eleventh-hour
series of events, Legion officials, assisted by political leaders, managed to
contact Congressmen John Gibson, who was traveling in Georgia, and fly
him to Washington in time to break the deadlock at the committee’s final
meeting.110 The conference version was approved by both houses on June
13; on June 22, President Roosevelt signed the new bill into law.111

The law, as enacted, offered educational and training benefits in
their most generous form. All veterans who had an “other than dishono-
rable discharge,” had served for at least ninety days, and whose military
service began before they turned twenty-five, were offered one year of
such benefits.112 The legislation extended additional education to those
who had served longer: they could receive an additional year for each year
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in the service up to a total of four years of education. All fees, tuition,
books, and supplies would be paid up to a maximum of $500 per year per
veteran, and the subsistence allowances of $50 per month for single 
veterans and $75 for married veterans were adopted.113

Melding Civic Visions

At first blush, the enactment of the G.I. Bill might be considered a simple
perpetuation of the tradition begun in the United States much earlier:
developing the welfare state through warfare, by extending benefits prima-
rily to citizen-soldiers. The G.I. Bill differed from Civil War pensions and
other precedents, however, because it incorporated important new features
inherited from the New Deal vision of social citizenship. First, while earlier
pension schemes had been distributive in nature, permitting a high degree
of discretion to politicians who could in practice control the timing and tar-
geting of benefits for political purposes, the G.I. Bill bore greater resem-
blance to a redistributive policy.114 Although the target group was still limited
to veterans rather than applying more broadly to all Americans, nonetheless
those who were covered were truly endowed with a social bill of rights, fixed
and clear in statutory form, rather than contingent upon subsequent appro-
priations for pensions. Second, the G.I. Bill offered more inclusive rights
than earlier pensions inasmuch as any veteran who had served for ninety
days could receive one year of education. Earlier educational programs for
veterans had been limited to those who were disabled, and earlier pensions
had been tied to both length of service and financial need.115 Other 
veterans’ organizations would have preferred to give World War II veterans
targeted benefits, more rigidly tied to such criteria, in accordance with that
tradition. The Legion, by contrast, promoted benefits for all veterans, 
ironically emanating the more all-encompassing spirit that had been associ-
ated previously with the NRPB. And these benefits would be made available
to approximately 15 million returning veterans, including the vast majority
of men of that generation who had been born in the late teens and early
twenties, had grown up during the Depression, and had served in the war.
Coupling such inclusive eligibility criteria with such a large pool of potential
beneficiaries, the G.I. Bill offered men of the World War II generation
relatively broad access to education as a social right.

Aspects of this achievement of far-reaching and generous legisla-
tion were certainly paradoxical. First, though progressive state builders
lost prominence in the early 1940s, the policy alternative that called for
less spending became discredited as fascist, socialist, or totalitarian,
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whereas the policy that demanded greater government spending suc-
ceeded. Second, the alternative planned by those with the command of
state resources and technical skills failed, whereas the one that was
crafted by a grassroots organization prevailed. This combination suc-
ceeded, however, given the public’s broad support for schooling for
returning veterans and the Legion’s legitimacy and hard work in pro-
moting its alternative as the appropriate policy choice.

Contemporary policymakers might find lessons here about how
generous social programs can be adopted in the United States, even in a
divided political climate. Through the exigencies of political struggle, 
policymakers and organizational leaders who created the G.I. Bill 
successfully wedded two conceptions of citizenship. The law represented
the union of the progressive hopes of New Deal reformers for expanded
social citizenship with the zealous aspirations of the American Legion to
give veterans their due for their exemplary participatory citizenship in
military service and to enable them to be active citizens in new ways dur-
ing peacetime. The American Legion’s emphasis on the value of partici-
patory obligations to the polity thus provided the means by which
progressives’ dreams for generous social rights and broad access could be
rescued, albeit in a more narrowly targeted form than they had hoped.
The emphasis on both recognizing and enabling citizens’ obligations to
participate in democracy made possible the expansion of social benefits
in a broad, generous, and rights-oriented manner.
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